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Assassination rogue pvp guide wowhead

Welcome to Wowhead's DPS Rogue Class PvP Classic Guide, updated for. In this tutorial, we'll take a look at everything you need to know to become the best Rogue possible in PvP combat. Here you'll learn more about the best Rogue PvP races, Best Rogue PvP Careers, all the rogue critical PvP
capabilities, the best Rogue PvP builders , statistics, and the best Rogue PvP Gear.Our Rogue tutorials are always updated with the latest information from in-game experience, manual theory, and logs; Be sure to check out our changelog on this page, by clicking See Changelog at the top of the page. If
you're interested in more in-depth Rogue tutorials, make sure to browse the Navigation Bar below, and our list of related guides just below table of Contents.OverviewLeveling (1-60)BeginnersTalents &amp; BuildsBiS GearRotation &amp; AbilitiesStatsEnchantsConsumablesAddonsMacrosPvPDuelingPvP
BiS GearWarsong Gulch TipsAlterac Valley TipsArathi Basin TipsAbout the Author , having played in Vanilla, The Burning Crusade, and Wrath of the Rokman focuses primarily on Player versus Player, Battlegrounds and Arenas, and creates featured videos. If you like Rokman's content, you can follow
him on Twitter and Twitch.The Rogue Class is one of the most infamous PvP Classes of all World of Warcraft. Rogue's greatest strength in PvP is being able to choose their battle, thanks to Stealth. A rogue run into a warrior and a Paladin, decked out in Tier 2 sets? Rogue can continue to stealthily,
without fighting. Rogue along runs into a Warlock at Half Health, fighting a Quest crowd? Good... that's a dead Warlock.Some of the things that make a Rogue such a potent killer are the powerful cooldown abilities, such as Vanish and Blind, enabling the Rogue to use more Opener abilities against the
target, openers like Cheap Shot, which both stun the target and give 2 combo points, fueling the combo points for the powerful Finisher Eviscerate. Eviscerate, after Rogue uses Cold Blood can cause serious damage, regardless of Rogue's Gear. Eviscerate performs a flat amount of damage, which
means that the damage dealt does not require good weapons or a lot of Attack Power on gear. Early in the rogue's journey, this is a major PvP build, focusing on getting combo points quickly and popping off with cold-blooded Eviscerate! In Group PvP, Rogues offers crazy gadgets, capable of Crowd
Control and multiple target locks with abilities like Sap, Gouge and Kidney Shot, as well as powerful spell interruptions thanks to Kick, which is great for use on Healers! Moreover, Rogues are the best class to get into the backline of enemy groups, focusing down healers and spellcasters. Because both
groups of these enemies will often Cloth Armor, a Rogue that can shred through them! You may be interested in the following WoW Classic guides to learn more The intricate class Rogue: Rogue Class OverviewRogue Leveling GuideRogue PvE GuideRogue Dueling GuideDwarf is the best classic WoW
Alliance Rogue race for Solo Duels and PvP World. Gnome is the best Classic WoW Alliance Rogue race for The Battlegrounds Group PvP.Alliance Rogue has the benefit of getting battlegrounds with a Paladin, which can buff rogue with powerful blessings like Blessing of Might A Paladin also uses
different Auras , but most of the time, Paladin will be using Concentration Aura, which does not benefit Rogue in any way. HumanHumans are the best PvE races, for sure. But in PvP, they are quite lackluster. Awareness can increase your chances of getting opener compared to other rogue in a hand-to-
hand match or in the Open World PvP. However, in Pre-made Battlegrounds, two Rogues will rarely cross the road. In some very suitable cases, humans can be a great race for a hemorrhage, using Swords. The extra skill +5 Sword can make somewhat of a difference in PvP.DiplomacyThe Human
SpiritMace SpecializationSword SpecializationPerceptionDwarfDwarves is one of the best PvP races for a Rogue, especially in Duels or PvP World. , but more importantly it allows dwarves to escape from blindness, even if blinded! Stoneform also has other applications, allowing dwarves to remove a
Warrior Bleeds, or even an Undead Priest Class Racial, Devouring Plague! It is extremely useful to have Stoneform to eliminate damage according to the time effect, allowing the dwarf to cast Vanish, without it breaking soon after. Find TreasureFrost ResistanceGun SpecializationStoneformNight ElfNight
Elf has almost no benefit for Rogue. Shadowmeld doesn't do much, other than passively increase your Stealth levels. While choosing to play Night Elf doesn't have much impact in PvP, Night Elves starts with the highest agility of any Race, but this is a pretty small benefit. Compared to the dwarf, the Night
Elf will always have 9 more Agility, even if the Gear combination. Of course, Night Elf has flipping animation, and while it's absolutely cosmetic, this is a big buff for Night Elf Rogues! It's also worth mentioning; Female Night Elves have the best dancing animation in the game! Nature ResistanceWisp
SpiritQuicknessShadowmeldGnomeDwarves may be the best Rogue Race duel, but Gnomes is best for Pre-made Battlegrounds, thanks to their Escape Artist race abilities. One of the easiest ways to control a Rogue is to use fixed effects, such as Frost Nova, Entangling Roots, or Improved Hamstrings.
This is called peeling in PvP, where players use slow and fixed effects to peel off a Melee character away from their allies. While Rogues have access to improved Sprint in battle trees, Gnome Rogues can that for other talents, increase their damage output and go for more aggressive talents like Cold
Blood in the Assassination Tree. Arcane ResistanceExpansive MindEngineering SpecializationEscape ArtistUndead is the best classic WoW Horde Rogue race for Solo Duels and World PvP. Orc is the best classic WoW Horde Rogue race for Group Battlegrounds PvP.Horde Rogue has the benefit of
doing Battlegrounds with Shaman, having access to windfury totem. Unfortunately, to take advantage of the Windfury Totem, Rogue will have to give up a Poison on the Main Weapon. In Battlegrounds, it is important to have Crippling Poison II on it, so this is not much of an option. But, Shaman also has
access to big totems like Tremor Totem and Grounding Totem, which can really help a Rogue stay on target! OrcOrcs is the absolute best PvP race in the game, period. Hardiness is very strong, Blizzard has no choice but to nerf it a total of three times, leading to warlords of Draenor. Now that the classic
is released, the true power of Hardiness will be made again. Each character in World of Warcraft has a 5% chance base to resist a Stun effect. Hardiness increases the chances against your Stun, effectively giving orcs a 30% chance to fight the coming stuns. Things like Iron Grenade, Tidal Charm, or
even a Rogue's Kidney Shot enemy, can all be resisted. It is also important to mention that Rogue's PvP Trinket (Insignia of the Horde) does not eliminate the Stun effect, only increases the power of Hardiness. Axe SpecializationCommandHardinessBlood FuryUndeadUndead is the absolute best looking
race for a Rogue. Female Eviscerate Animation has the opportunity for an up-and-down attack, while Male Attack Animations is stunning. When it comes to PvP, the Undead is a formidable Race for Rogues because of its Will of the Forsaken race abilities. It is a completely better Badge of Horde, just a
cooldown of 2 minutes, compared to 5 minutes. Moreover, with Will of the Forsaken, you can basically have another Trinket slot, because you won't need to bring your Badge. Undead are definitely the best Solo PvP classes because they can break Fear more often, without a Healer/someone to
Dispel.Shadow ResistanceUnderwater BreathingCannibalizeWill of ForsakenTrollTrolls, unfortunately, is not great for PvP, when compared to Orc and Undead. Of course, Regeneration can give Rogue a bit of additional health, but in most solo PvP scenarios, it won't be noticeable (people can die very
quickly in PvP!) In a surprising kind, Troll may actually be the best race to go hand-in-hand with Hunter with. In an often underrated play, a Rogue can Blind the Hunter and focus on their pet. Thanks to Beast Slaying, a Rogue Can Really Down a Pretty Pet Quick! This build is an extremely powerful PvP
Build in the early stages of classic. Classic. Phase 1 and Stage 2, most players will not have the perfect equipment, which means low Health Pools. With Cold Blood, Eviscerate and Improved Eviscerate, rogues can shoot most Enemy players. To make matters worse, Rogue can then prepare and do it all
over again! In general, PvP Rogues will run rampant in Phase 1, because players will not have access to alliance Trinkets' Class Insignia Badge, meaning they cannot escape Stuns unless they invest gold in Living Action Potion. However, by Stage 2, most players will easily reach Level 2, have access to
buy a Badge jewelry, where a lot of classes will be able to break out of Stuns.Lastly, have a chat to drop High Senses for 2 Points in Improved Kidney Shot. This change is a great option for a Rogue who wants to spend time in Warsong Gulch. In Warsong Gulch, Rogue's responsibility is to hunt down
enemy flag carriers, and by using improved Kidney Shot, Rogue can increase their teammates' damage on Target, making this a valuable Talent.Ghostly Strike is a good pickup in this Build when Rogue is doing a lot of Warsong Gulch or fighting melee classes. In Warsong Gulch, if Rogue has Evasion,
Ghostly Strike, Sprint, and a Free Action Potion up and ready, they could be a decent Flag Carrier for one of the three arrests. Cold-blooded hemorrhagic weapons CB Hemo, as the building is often called, is very easy for a Rogue PvE Combat Swords to convert into, because CB Hemo can be very
successful with a good pair of PvE Swords. In general, it is recommended to have a slow main hand weapon, with the highest possible damage ending up on it, weapons such as Dal'Rend's Sacred Charge, Krol Blade, and Vis'kag bloodletter are some stage 1 examples. In hand off, it is not necessary to
use a Sword, in fact, many Rogues will instead put on a Dagger, because there is a speed weapon that can quickly activate Poisons more often. In PvP, arms off the hand is not important, as a Rogue will not really be sitting on top of their enemies for long periods of time, there may be only a handful off
auto-attacks that come across. But, if you really want your minimum/maximum Rogue for CB Hemo PvP, the best out-of-hand will be Alcor sunrazor for phase 1. But really, any weapon that turns off the hand less than 1.80 Speed will do well. Build improved Sprint focused on Rogue using Backstab and
use Sprint to stay on top of their targets. The PvP Rogue badge, the League Badge, does not disrupt Slows and Roots motion, making sprints much stronger. Of course, in The PvP Group content, a Rogue can always rely on a friendly Priest to dispel movement debuffs on Rogue! A another possible part
of this is The Kick Build Improvement. This build is slightly better than Casters while slightly worse than Basically, Rogue is trading more Damage to the guaranteed 2-second silence from Improved Kick. The reason you get improved Sinister Strike in both of these builds is because, in some cases, it can
be hard to get behind a goal to use Backstab. And if Rogue's energy bar is full, it is better to hit a few Sinister Strikes, only so that the energy will not be wasted! Improved Sprint Backstab WeaponsBe because a lot of the damage of this Build comes from the big backstabs, it is very important to have a
powerful main dagger. Thankfully in phase 1, there were a lot of great daggers available, even before the raid. Daggers such as Heartseeker, Felstriker, Gutgore Ripper, Core Hound Tooth, or largest, Perdition's Blade. These daggers can inflict major backstab and Amsbush damage on most enemy
targets, as many are not directed well in the early stages of classic WoW.5% Hit RatingStaminaAttack Power/Crit ChanceOf of course, Rated 5% mandatory hits are the most important attribute for Classic Rogues in PvP. Thankfully, most of them can be covered by Precision from Combat Tree for
Backstab Based At the beginning of Stage 1, when most Rogues have only just touched 60, some of the first items they should be looking for will be the Devilsaur Armor set. That's 2% hit there, can go a long way. Next, Stamina should be a top priority. Stamina is a powerful attribute in PvP that many
people will stack heavy stamina-preferred items, at the expense of their losses. Items such as Master Dragonslayer's Medal, Eskhandar's Pelt and Archimtiros' Ring of Reckoning. Because a player can explode how fast in premium PvP, just having a little more Health to survive in the initial explosion can
be the real difference in a win or a loss. Finally, depending on the build the Rogue is playing, it may play a more important role, Attack Power Rough or Crit Chance. For most hemorrhaging Rogues, the answer is easy -- Attack Power. Due to Hemorrhage's low energy costs, Rogue will spam it more often,
meaning Attack Power can have more impact. Hemorrhagic builders also have cold-blooded control as they will critically Strike.As for Backstab Construction, Crit Chance may have a bigger role in a battle, compared to Attack Power. With talents like Improved Backstab, Ambush Improvement, Malice and
Lethality, having enough Crit Chance to really harness all these talents is absolutely an important part of being able to break a goal down quickly. Usually, the most important part of gear for a Rogue is their weapon. Some large entry-level PvP Weapons are of course, right out of Molten Core. Perdition's
Blade is a great Dagger Backstab Build, and will go a long way in Main. For Off-Hand, Core Hound Tooth is one of the best options out there, even for a few Stages after Stage 1! Age core skin also fell in Molten Core, and was best in the item hand slot for almost all stages of the classic. As for
Hemorrhaging Rogues, Vis'kag the bloodletter drops from Onyxia and is a phenomenal weapon because of its high base damage, which is great for Hemorrhage.There are also some really great trick items like Spider Belt, Skull of Impending Doom, and of course the technical gadget, Goblin Rocket
Helmet, Goblin Rocket Boots , and Gnomish Mind Control Cap. These items usually have very long cooldowns and can be exchanged out while on Cooldown, for an item that actually provides statistics. Rogue can also take advantage of what is commonly known as the Sealth Set which uses Catseye
Ultra Goggles and Whisperwalk Boots when participating in a Stealth Battle with a Rogue.Take look at our classic PvP Gear guide to get a better understanding of how to gear your Rogue for Classic WoW PvP.Lastly , the most important thing to talk about with PvP is trinkets. Choosing jewelry and
rotating your Trinkets is a huge part of the success in PvP. Some of the most popular jewelry you'll see mentioned are Tidal Charm, Insignia of the Horde and Charm of Trickery by Renataki. But some of the little trinkets referenced are just as useful. Jewelry like Arena Grand Master, Barov Peasant Caller,
Glimmering Mithril Insignia, even Heart of Noxxion! We will include Trinkets and Rogues much tighter in the Classic Rogue Dueling Guide, whose Trinkets are best to use identified primarily by rogue people who are faced in combat. Stealth is at the top of this list because it is necessary for an Opener to
be used. One of rogue class's most iconic abilities, Stealth allows Rogue to sneak around, effectively invisible. Rogues will of course have to watch out for a human awareness or be sure to slip into their Whisperwalk Boots! Garrote is unfortunately one of the least used openers in the Rogue tool set. It's
really only effective against heavily armored targets, because bleed damage (That's what Garrote is, though tooltip doesn't explain it) ignores armor values on the target. Great against a Warrior or Paladin, followed by a 5 Rupture.Ambush combo point can be absolutely devastating when it crits and in
Backstab Build, Rogues will get improved ambushes, for this exact reason. Especially against fabric targets, which have degraded armor, Ambush can cause serious damage. In most cases, ambush is used when a low-health target, like an Perform, Rogue will disappear and then ambush! Cheap Shot is
why most hate classes fight against a Rogue. This is the first step in what's known as the stun lock, which aims to attack Rogue in a seemingly endless loop Stuns and Disorients. Some might argue, the strongest thing about Cheap Shot is the fact that Cheap Shot Awards 2 Combo Points, instead of the
typical 1! This is really a fact Cope because it makes it much easier to achieve a full Eviscerate 5-combo point! Sap almost requires all 3 points in Exquisite Talent, Sap Improvement, to become really effective. Unfortunately, even with Improved Sap, there is still a 10% chance of Rogue losing Stealth
after Sapping. In PvP, Sap allows Rogue to fight multiple targets at once, Sapping one and killing the other, as mentioned earlier. In PvP Group situations, Sap can also be used to prevent a target from escaping, allowing Rogue's allies to catch up and swarm enemies. Sinister Strike is not used very often
in PvP. Most rogues would prefer to use backstab or hemorrhage, because they provide more value per energy spent. In the case of Backstab, it damages more. And in the cast of Hemorrhage, it's less energy required for each Combo Point. Backstab (Requires Daggers) Sure, it consumes more energy,
and it requires Rogue to be behind the target, but it's definitely worthwhile in PvP. Backstab can completely shred targets, but sometimes Rogue may need to use Expose Armor first! Hemorrhage (Talent in Subtlety)In general, Hemorrhage is used in a Spec PvP, because of the low energy cost of Ability,
35, this is a very effective way to build Combo Points! One of the most popular builds in PvP uses hemorrhage to achieve combo points quickly, set for full 5-point Kidney Shots or cold-blooded on Eviscerate.Ghostly Strike (Talent in Subtlety)Ghostly Strike is not common in PvP. Of course it can come in
handy when fighting a Warrior , Rogue, or Druid (They will go into Bear Form and try to Bash you). It can also be useful in rare situations where Rogue must frantically pick up the flag in Warsong Gulch before transferring it to Flag Carrier for the team. Gouge is one of the most useful absolute abilities
rogue has. With Gouge improving, Gouge lost the ability to last a total of 5.5 seconds. It takes 6 seconds for rogue drop combat, allowing Rogue to use Stealth, without Vanish, as long as there is enough distance between Rogue and the target! Gouge is also useful in the world, when a Rogue pulls an
extra crowd or doesn't want to deal with a creature in nature, just gouge them and keep running! Eviscerate is another possibility a Rogue starts the game with, in level 1. One of the most interesting and unique things about Eviscerate and Rogues, in general, is that this ability has flat damage handling,
which means that a Critical Strike 5-Point Eviscerate can be almost a shot a target, regardless of whether the rogue gear is worn. That is, yes, even a naked Rogue can shoot a poor Level 60 player if Eviscerate Crits! Slices and Dice are not very popular for a Rogue to use in PvP. on target, it is better to
use Expose Armor instead of Slice and Dice. In general, this is primarily a PvE PvE similar to Garrote, in that is, it also ignores armor values because it is Bleed Damage (still not mentioned in the tool annotation). As mentioned previously, using Garrote and Rupture on heavy armored targets is the most
recommended and typical use of this Ability. However, if Rogue is fighting another Rogue, it might be a good idea to apply Time Damage to the target, making it harder for the enemy rogue to use Stealth! Expose Armor is a great tool in PvP. Used on Canvas targets, Rogue can reduce enemy Armor to
almost 0, increasing Rogue's damage to a remarkable number. It is often used to pour extra Combo Points after using Blind. Expose Armor can be molded without starting Auto Attack animation, which requires specific positioning. Kidney Shot is the strongest stun ability in the entire game. With 5 full
Combo Points, Rogue can stun the target in 6 full seconds. With just 20 seconds of Cooldown, the Kidney Shot can never be included in Descending Returns from the same Rogue, unless of course that Rogue used Preparation to Reset Kidney Shot before the DR timer expired. Cold Blood is such a
powerful possibility, as Eviscerate can give how much! As mentioned earlier, there is a whole building built around getting cold-blooded and Eviscerate off. Vanish is one of the strongest defenses in the game. Allow a Rogue to escape a lost fight or to be aggressive and get an opener off. It is also
important to be aware of how Vanish will eliminate any visual impairment effects, such as Frost Nova or Entangling Roots.Blind is one of the most powerful crowd control abilities (CC), allowing Rogue to disorge a target in 10 seconds. Any damage will break the effect, so be sure not to blind a target with
Garrote or Rupture on them! Blind is somewhat less powerful in PvP Group scenarios, because a Druid can remove Blind from their allies. Preparation (Talent in Subtlety)Prepare, easily the most corrupted talent a Rogue has access to. Because how long most Cooldowns a Rogue has access to, most of
them are 5 minutes long, Preparation allows a Rogue to have a second blind, a second disappear, or even a second cold blood if you have a specific talent Build! Don't forget, Prepare also re-sets things like Gouge, Kick, or even Distract! Evasion is an incredible defensive skill when a Rogue is fighting
against the Melee characters. Against a Warrior however, it should be noted that dodging their attacks will trigger Overpower (which is not as scary as it sounds). Sprint can technically be classified as Offensive or Defensive, as the applications vary It. Sprint can be used Offensively, allowing Rogue to
stay on their target, may be trying to flee. It can be used defensively when a Rogue may be trying to escape and flee Goal. And finally, Sprint with sprint improvements can be used to get out of the roots. Kick is extremely valuable for a Rogue, especially when they are trying to burst down a Healer. If a
Rogue can catch a healer casting their elementary school, interrupting them and locking them out of their school can be a reliable way to take them down. This requires a lot of attention to detail to pull off reliably, however. (Don't forget that Healers can fake cast you!) Distracting is an extremely
underestimated ability. In the world, it has a lot of different uses and tricks; it could almost be a tutorial of its own. The most common use for it is, of course, when a Rogue needs to sneak through mobs or get through a cave unscuckly. In PvP, if a target has not yet joined the fight, Distract can be used on
them to make them face the wrong direction, preventing a cast from going out! Disarm Trap, while seemingly useless in PvP, can be useful in Battlegrounds. When a Rogue can break Hunter's trap while in Stealth, it can help their team infiltrate the Warsong Gulch roof! During PvP encounters, you will
almost always want the Paralyzing Poison II to be applied to both your Main Hand and Off Hand weapons, allowing you to slow down your target as often as possible. If you encounter a Spell Caster like Mage, Warlock, or Priest, it can benefit Rogue to stay in stealth and change Off Hand Poison to Mind-
numbing Poison III, allowing you to slow down spell cast time, allowing you to Kick more often. This can also apply to Wound Poison IV, when passing through healers around the world. It is important to remember that most Healer classes will also have Cure Poison type magic, allowing them to escape
Crippling Poison II and escape! Engineering is an absolute must-have for a Rogue PvP, and for that matter, every class in PvP. Especially in situations where a Rogue is going up against multiple enemies, Goblin Rocket Helmet is a powerful crazy tool. Sap one, the other blind, Goblin Rocket Helmet a
third, kill the fourth enemy, etc. As a goblin engineer, a Rogue will likely make Goblin Sapper Charge their own, no need to buy them out of the auction house at rising prices. Goblin Sapper Charge is an absolute monster in the PvP world and group battles, allowing one team to completely decimate the
other if they time their Sappers. It is also extremely important in each PvP scenario to have dense explosives and iron grenades in your pocket. This allows a Rogue to chase a target down, or interrupt spellcaster when Rogue is rooted. Finally, Reflector Trinkets. Super radiant flame reflections, gyrofreeze
tape reflections and super flash ball reflections. Những chiếc Trinkets Allow Rogue to reflect different spells back to caster. Things like Pyroblast, Frostbolt, and Death Coil. These could be massive game-changing moments that can turn variables towards Rogue's favor if on time. Reflect Buff lasts only 5
seconds and has a noticeable effect on Rogue's body, informing all enemies that Reflector is on (that is, if they pay attention). Thistle Tea is only mentioned again according to PvP Consumables because of how amazingly powerful it is. While its impact is quite limited in PvE, it really shines in PvP. Allow
a Rogue to keep up a Stunlock on target, or even give you the extra energy you need for that big Gouge or Kick you need to secure a kill! Grenades are one of the most powerful PvP tools available. A long-range stun, a little small damage, what more can you ask for? A Wizard blinks and starts casting
Polymorphs? Throw a grenade at him! Are your targets running away from you, and you're not in range for Melee to apply Crippling Poison II? Throw a grenade at him! Goblin Sapper Charge is the only way a Rogue PvP can damage the Area of Effect, and the boy is this sweet damage. If you have
enough players on your side all with Goblin Sapper Charge in their pockets, you can easily wipe an enemy Raid in a few seconds with these! Just be careful, you can kill yourself from the damage that Sapper caused to the User! Free Action Potion, also known as Fap, is a completely broken Drug. Bring
me a lot of this, because it's so powerful when a rogue pops it up. No slow, no roots, no STUNS, nothing! Just Fap and run straight into your enemies! Restorative Potion, also known as Resto Pot, is the only way to deal with Warlock or Priest's Damage over Time Abilities, allowing you to Stealth back or
Disappear. This is also a great tool for dealing with the fire faerie of the pesky Druid. Heavy Runecloth Bandage is absolutely a must have attrition in PvP. You can completely cast a Tape while your goal is under the influence of Blind or even Sap. If you're really in a pinch, you can even Gouge and
Instant Ice, trying to get some health when in a place where you don't have many Cooldowns.Alterac Manna Biscuit is listed here because not enough people know about it. Instead of begging the Wizard in town for Level 55 Food, you can buy them yourself from Alterac Valley Quartermaster, making this
the best food in the game. Many people are also inaccurate when they claim that this can only be used in Alterac Valley, such as PvP Potions that claims suppliers, such as Major Healing Draught or Major Mana Draught. But Alterac Manna Biscuit can actually be used anywhere, even outside the
Battlegrounds! Previous page:AddonsThanks to read our class guide! If you have any feedback on the tutorial, feel free to leave a comment in the section below and we will reply as quickly as possible If you want to talk directly to any of our writers, you can do so by joining our Discord Server and finding
them there! Have! Have!
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